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Cyber Hygiene 
(Maintaining Cleanliness in Personal and Office Digital Space ) 

 

 
 

1. Objective of the Session : 

The objective of Cyber Hygiene is to maintain good practices to protect digital 

devices, data, and online accounts from cyber threats. Generally cyber hygiene 

is to maintain the cleanliness and security of our personal digital space, such as 

office computer, by following best practices like updating software, using strong 

passwords, and being cautious of suspicious emails or websites. This helps  to 

protect our  data and devices from cyber threats. 
 

Cyber hygiene refers to a set of practices and measures that individuals and 

organizations can adopt to maintain the cleanliness, security, and overall health 

of their digital systems and devices. It involves safeguarding against cyber 

threats by regularly updating software, using strong passwords, and being 

cautious of potential risks online. 
 

2.  About the Resource person : 

     Dr.Veera Raghava Rao  Atukuri , he is the famous Motivational Speaker and Certified 

Trainer , for this session  more than 400 students are  attended and  know the  importance of 

the personal digital space cleanliness and security . 

 

     3. Date & Venue of the Event: 

The event is organized at KKR & KSR Institute of Technology and Sciences, Vinjanampadu, 

Guntur, Andhra Pradesh in AICTE Idea Labs from 28th  February,2024. 

 

4. No. of Participants: 410 

5. Social Media Link: 

 
  

 

 



 

 

6.  Event Photographs: 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

7. Benefits for cyber hygiene : 

 Practicing good cyber hygiene has several benefits, including:  

 To provide Enhanced Security for  personal and sensitive information from  

cyber threats. 

 Prevent Data Breaches: Reduces the risk of unauthorized access to your data 

or accounts.  

 Improved Performance: Helps maintain the optimal functionality of your     

devices and systems. 

 Minimized Downtime: Reduces the likelihood of cyber  attacks that can 

disrupt your work or daily activities.  

 Peace of Mind: Gives you confidence that your digital space is secure and 

protected from potential threats. 
 

 

 

 

 

 


